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Why GMP_Viewer

Python script for Ground Motion 
Parameters (GMP) extraction from seismic 
waveforms in Antelope databases



- modularity: any new parameter 
calculation can be added

- control: high customization of signal 
processing for each individual trace

- clarity: synthetic graphical 
visualization of the results

GMP_Viewer main concept
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Currently available GMPs: IV2



A look at the code



> GMP_Viewer.xpy pf/GMP_Viewer.pf

Running the code



Requirements:

- Python: obspy, matplotlib, numpy, scipy, time, 
Tkinter, tkFileDialog, contextlib, datetime, 
math, signal, PIL

- Antelope

- An Antelope database with some tables
already available (sitechan, site, schanloc, 
wfdisc); some are optional (arrival, assoc;
origin, event; calibration; stage; Geosite, 
Spetpar)

Running the code



E.g.: event of October 26th 2016, 19:18:06, 
Central Italy sequence, MW = 5.9

Waveform selection (I)



Waveform selection (II)
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Waveform manipulation



txt +     pdf

Output



Synthetic P and S picks

Trace used for integration

Output: IV2
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𝐼 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 log(𝐺𝑀𝑃)
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‒ works on one trace at a time (can control the 
analysis parameters)

‒ works on one component at a time (need to 
manually select the absolute peak values)

‒ does not perform event detection or event 
information extraction

‒ useful for databases with known issues in the 
event detection

‒ …

Pros and cons



‒ perform phase pickings

‒ analyse three components at the same time 
(no need to manually select the absolute peak 
values)

‒ implement the code as a python library

‒ …

Future developments





PSA03, PSA10, PSA30

EPA (Effective Peak Acceleration)
Average spectral acceleration over the period range 0.1 to 0.5 sec 
divided by 2.5 (the standard amplification factor for a 5% damping 
spectrum)

5%-damped acceleration response of a 
SDOF oscillator at different periods

Kramer, Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering, 
1996

https://www.seismology.az/en/news/274

Currently available GMPs



Arias intensity
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Duration of the signal containing from 5% to 95% of the total energy
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zero crossings (𝑣0)

Saragoni factor

Manfredi damage factor

Number of zero crossings per second for the signal containing 
between 5% and 95% of the total energy
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https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/doc/WS_335/S1_EC8-Lisbon_E%20CARVALHO.pdf

Eurocode 8 site classification
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Eurocode 8 site classification
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